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Canadian Economic Overview

Real Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) expanded 0.1% in October 2022, putting it on track to expand at an 
annualized rate of 1.2% in Q4 2022¹

Inflation data showing firm underlying price pressures may lead to further interest rate hikes by the Bank of Canada 
(“BOC”) in early 2023

The labour market showed signs of resilience, with employment growing for a fourth straight month in December 
and the unemployment rate falling to near a record low of 5.0%

 > Average hourly wages up 5.1% from a year earlier, resulting in retail sales increasing 1.4% to $62.0 billion 
in October²

Consumer Price Index (“CPI”) rose by 6.3% Y/Y in December, following a 6.8% increase in November³

BOC is likely to continue raising rates to push forward on its path to neutral, putting further pressure on 
risk assets’ valuations

Persistent inflation that remains elevated could trigger the continuation of aggressive monetary tightening 
measures by central banks, leading to a potential economic recession

1. Statistics Canada 2. Statistics Canada 3. Statistics Canada

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/221223/dq221223a-eng.htm?lnk=dai-quo&indid=3569-1&indgeo=0
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230106/dq230106a-eng.htm?lnk=dai-quo&indid=3587-2&indgeo=0
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230117/dq230117a-eng.htm?HPA=1&indid=3665-1&indgeo=0
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Industrial⁵ 

 > Canadian industrial market experienced positive net absorption of 
10.4 million square feet in Q4 2022, bringing the annual total to 
35.8 million square feet

 > Toronto had the most activity with 4.7 million square feet of positive 
net absorption, followed by Edmonton and Calgary

 > All markets in Canada except for the Waterloo Region recorded 
positive net absorption

 > Market conditions across Canada remain exceptionally tight, with a 
national availability rate of 1.6% in Q4 2022

 > Six out of ten Canadian markets have availability rates of 1.2% or 
lower, with the Waterloo Region being the tightest

 > The industrial development pipeline in Canada has reached a new 
high of 44.6 million square feet of projects under construction

 > In Q4 2022, 13 million square feet of new projects began 
construction, primarily in Toronto, Calgary, and Montreal

Summary
As indicated last quarter, even as construction 
projects ramp up, pre-leasing activity remains strong 
with almost 57% of the 20.3 million square feet 
of space expected to be delivered in H1 2023. 
This offers minimal immediate relief for tenants 
looking for new space, keeping it as a landlord’s 
market. Resultingly, developers continue to 
show confidence in the sector with speculative 
construction driving industrial development, 
accounting for 78% of the total pipeline.

Canadian Real Estate Outlook

Office⁴

 > National office market had a weak quarter in Q4 2022, with negative 
net absorption of 2.1 million square feet and an overall national 
office vacancy rate increase from 16.4% to 17.1%

 > Sublet listings are on the rise, representing 18.1% of vacant space 
nationally, with a clear distinction between the downtown and 
suburban markets

 > National office development pipeline has continued to decrease, 
now standing at 11.0 million square feet, its lowest level since 
Q3 2017

Summary
With developers largely placing future projects on 
hold, the office pipeline could slow to its lowest level 
in over 20 years if no significant projects commence 
construction next year. The office market continues 
to exhibit unfavourable fundamental trends that are 
not expected to reverse in the near-term.

4. CBRE Q4 2022 MarketView 5. CBRE Q4 2022 MarketView

https://www.cbre-ea.com/data/iprojects
https://www.cbre-ea.com/data/iprojects
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Multi-Residential¹⁰

 > According to the latest Rental Market Report by CMHC, the average 
vacancy rate for purpose-built rental apartments across all Canadian 
centres was 3.1% in October 2021, remaining stable from its 3.2% 
in October 2020

 > The vacancy rate is higher than the low levels of 2018 and 2019, 
but in line with its longer-term average

 > The rental market universe grew by 40,000 purpose-built rental 
apartment units, or 1.9% of existing inventory

 > Across all surveyed centres, growth in the average rent for 
two-bedroom apartments ($1,167 per month) slowed for 
a second consecutive year to 3.0% from 3.5%

Summary
The Manager expects rental growth will continue 
throughout 2023, but may begin to slow its pace 
as the economic picture softens. A noteworthy 
risk to this sector is provincial rent controls, 
which may impede the ability for legacy stock 
to grow net rents for investors above the rate of 
inflation. As consistently reiterated, the long-term 
prospects for this property type remain strong 
as home-ownership affordability continues to 
pose a problem in the country, particularly for 
lower-income households. This dynamic should 
further support rental demand. Furthermore, 
Canada welcomed a record number of over 
431,000 new permanent residents in 2022¹¹. 
Net international migration is a large contributor 
to rental demand since most newcomers to 
Canada tend to rent when they arrive.

Retail

 > According to Google mobility statistics, retail and recreation traffic is 
up 5.4% and grocery traffic is up 1.4% from the same time last year⁶

 > Posting its second increase in five months, core retail sales rose 0.9% 
in October, led by higher sales at food and beverage stores (+2.2%)⁷

 > Household savings rate is falling but remains slightly elevated at 
5.7% in Q3 2022, indicating potential for future spending⁸

 > Study by CBRE highlights that while e-commerce sales have grown 
at an annualized rate of 19% between 2016 and 2021, bricks and 
mortar sales have remained unchanged⁹

Summary
Long-term, the Manager continues to expect that 
e-commerce sales growth will continue to outpace 
bricks and mortar sales and will be very selective 
by considering grocery or drug-anchored centres in 
strategic locations primed for re-development.

6. Google Mobility Trends 7.  Statistics Canada 8. Statistics Canada 
9. Global E-commerce Outlook 2022 Update 10. CMHC 2021 Rental Market Report 
11. Canada Immigration News

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-google-mobility-trends
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/230120/dq230120a-eng.htm?lnk=dai-quo&indid=3660-1&indgeo=0
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/221129/dq221129a-eng.htm?lnk=dai-quo&indid=3278-2&indgeo=0
https://www.cbre.com/insights/reports/global-e-commerce-outlook-2022
https://assets.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/sites/cmhc/professional/housing-markets-data-and-research/market-reports/rental-market-report/rental-market-report-2021-en.pdf?rev=a5a0eaac-6f70-4058-8aa3-e6d307685910
https://www.cimmigrationnews.com/canada-welcomed-more-than-431000-newcomers-in-2022-hitting-historic-target/
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LOOKING AHEAD 
 > According to Fiera Capital, the economic outlook 

that is the most probable continues to be 
characterized by an overly-aggressive monetary 
tightening event that sparks a “Deep Recession” – 
forecasted as 55% probability over the next year

 > Depth and duration of the recession hinges on 
how persistent inflation proves to be, and on how 
much pain policymakers are willing to inflict on 
the economy to bring inflation down to levels 
deemed acceptable

 > In this scenario, central banks look to restore their 
inflation-control credibility after waiting too long 
to address mounting price pressures and tightening 
monetary policy too far, too fast – regardless of 
the economic fallout

 > This should put pressure on risk asset valuations

 > Long-term, however, real estate is likely to 
outperform other traditional assets, such as 
equities and especially fixed-income investments

 > The Manager’s primary objective is to ensure that 
the funds’ income returns remain at a stable level 
and maintained as high as possible – occupancy 
is paramount to ensuring robust income returns 
are delivered

 > The Manager's proprietary Target Markets Model 
continues to objectively guide the funds’ allocation 
decisions with predictive analytics by helping 
them select markets and property types within 
opportune times in their growth cycles relative 
to their market prices

Michael Le Coche Director, Strategy and Research

 Gregory Martin Vice President, Strategy, Planning and Analytics

property@fierarealestate.com ca.fierarealestate.com
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Important Disclosure 

Fiera Capital Corporation (“Fiera Capital”) is a global independent asset 
management firm that delivers customized multi-asset solutions across 
traditional and alternative asset classes to institutional, retail and private wealth 
clients across North America, Europe and key markets in Asia. Fiera Capital 
trades under the ticker FSZ on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Each affiliated 
entity (each an “Affiliate”) of Fiera Capital only provides investment advisory or 
investment management services or offers investment funds in the jurisdictions 
where the Affiliate and/or the relevant product is registered or authorized to 
provide services pursuant to an exemption from registration.

This document is strictly confidential and for discussion purposes only. Its 
contents must not be disclosed or redistributed directly or indirectly, to any 
party other than the person to whom it has been delivered and that person’s 
professional advisers.

The information presented in this document, in whole or in part, is not 
investment, tax, legal or other advice, nor does it consider the investment 
objectives or financial circumstances of any investor.

Fiera Capital and its Affiliates reasonably believe that this document contains 
accurate information as at the date of publication; however, no representation 
is made that the information is accurate or complete and it may not be relied 
upon. Fiera Capital and its Affiliates will accept no liability arising from the use of 
this document.

Fiera Capital and its Affiliates do not make recommendations to buy or sell 
securities or investments in marketing materials. Dealing and/or advising 
services are only offered to qualified investors pursuant to applicable securities 
laws in each jurisdiction.

Past performance of any fund, strategy or investment is not an indication 
or guarantee of future results. Performance information assumes the 
reinvestment of all investment income and distributions and does not 
account for any fees or income taxes paid by the investor. All investments 
have the potential for loss.

This document may contain “forward-looking statements” which reflect the 
current expectations of Fiera Capital and/or its Affiliates. These statements 
reflect current beliefs, expectations and assumptions with respect to future 
events and are based on information currently available. Although based upon 
what Fiera Capital and its affiliates believe to be reasonable assumptions, 
there is no guarantee that actual results, performance, or achievements will 
be consistent with these forward-looking statements. There is no obligation 
for Fiera Capital and/or it Affiliates to update or alter any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

Strategy data such as ratios and other measures which may be presented herein 
are for reference only and may be used by prospective investors to evaluate and 
compare the strategy. Other metrics are available and should be considered 
prior to investment as those provided herein are the subjective choice of the 
manager. The weighting of such subjective factors in a different manner would 
likely lead to different conclusions.

Strategy details, including holdings and exposure data, as well as other 
characteristics, are as of the date noted and subject to change. Specific holdings 
identified are not representative of all holdings and it should not be assumed 
that the holdings identified were or will be profitable.

Certain fund or strategy performance and characteristics may be compared 
with those of well-known and widely recognized indices. Holdings may differ 
significantly from the securities that comprise the representative index. It is 
not possible to invest directly in an index. Investors pursuing a strategy like an 
index may experience higher or lower returns and will bear the cost of fees and 
expenses that will reduce returns, whereas an index does not. Generally, an index 
that is used to compare performance of a fund or strategy, as applicable, is the 
closest aligned regarding composition, volatility, or other factors.

Every investment is subject to various risks and such risks should be carefully 
considered by prospective investors before they make any investment decision. 
No investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns 
or eliminate risk in every market environment. Each investor should read all 
related constating documents and/or consult their own advisors as to legal, tax, 
accounting, regulatory, and related matters prior to making an investment.

United Kingdom: This document is issued by Fiera Capital (UK) Limited, an 
affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation, which is authorized and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority. Fiera Capital (UK) Limited is registered with 
the US Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as investment advisers. 
Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

United Kingdom – Fiera Real Estate UK: This document is issued by Fiera Real 
Estate Investors UK Limited, an affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation, which is 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

European Economic Area (EEA): This document is issued by Fiera 
Capital (Germany) GmbH (“Fiera Germany”), an affiliate of Fiera Capital 
Corporation, which is authorized and regulated by the Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin).

United States: This document is issued by Fiera Capital Inc. (“Fiera U.S.A.”), an 
affiliate of Fiera Capital Corporation. Fiera U.S.A. is an investment adviser based in 
New York City registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). 
Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

United States - Fiera Infrastructure: This document is issued by Fiera 
Infrastructure Inc. (“Fiera Infrastructure”), an affiliate of Fiera Capital 
Corporation. Fiera Infrastructure is registered as an exempt reporting adviser 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Registration with the SEC 
does not imply a certain level of skill or training.

Canada 

Fiera Real Estate Investments Limited (“Fiera Real Estate”), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Fiera Capital Corporation is an investment manager of real estate 
through a range of investments funds. 

Fiera Infrastructure Inc. (“Fiera Infra”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation is a leading global mid-market direct infrastructure investor 
operating across all subsectors of the infrastructure asset class. 

Fiera Comox Partners Inc. (“Fiera Comox”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation is a global investment manager that manages private alternative 
strategies in Private Credit, Agriculture and Private Equity. 

Fiera Private Debt Inc. (“Fiera Private Debt”), a subsidiary of Fiera Capital 
Corporation provides innovative investment solutions to a wide range of 
investors through two distinct private debt strategies: corporate debt and 
infrastructure debt.

Please find an overview of registrations of Fiera Capital Corporation and certain 
of it subsidiaries by following this link.

https://www.fieracapital.com/en/registrations-and-exemptions

